To obtain an insight to high humidity-caused friction modulation in brake pad-rotor interface, the adhesion phenomenon due to a liquid bridge is simulated using an advanced particle method by varying the shearing speed of the interface. The method, called generalized interpolation material point for fluid-solid interactions (GIMP-FSI), was recently developed from the material point method (MPM) for fluid-solid interactions at small scales where surface tension dominates, thus suitable for studying the partially wet brake friction due to high humidity at a scale of 10 μm. Dynamic capillary effects due to surface tension and contact angles are simulated. Adhesion forces calculated by GIMP-FSI are consistent with those from the existing approximate meniscus models. Moreover, the numerical results show that capillary effects induce modulations of adhesion as slip speed changes. In particular, the adhesion modulation could be above 30% at low speed. This finding provides insights into how the high humidity-caused friction could cause modulations of brake, which are unable to be achieved by conventional models. Therefore, the numerical analysis helps to elucidate the complex friction mechanisms associated with brakes that are exposed to high humidity environments.
Introduction
In the automotive brake industry, friction-induced noise and vibrations have been a critical cost factor because of customer dissatisfaction. Even though several decades of efforts have been made, friction-induced noise and vibrations still remain surprisingly unpredictable and poorly understood [1] [2] [3] . The extremely costly trial-and-error troubleshooting process has been applied for brake noise and vibration problems, despite that the numerical modeling and experiments were widely conducted. There are many unique dynamic phenomena and underlying mechanisms associated with friction-induced noise and vibrations. In a general sense, friction-induced noise and vibrations have time-varying, nonlinear stochastic features.
When a brake is soaked in high humidity environments, groan noise might occur, which is related to stick-slip due to the difference between static and dynamic frictions. For example, it is well known that many brakes can develop a noise problem called "morning sickness" during start-up running after parking overnight in fall or winter months when humidity could rise overnight and reach a high level of 90% in the cold morning. This kind of noise sustains for a short period only and will die away after the system warms up or dries up. It has been also reported that there exists high friction modulation associated with adsorbed water films, and the high humidity-caused coefficient of friction (cof) could be 50% higher than dry cof [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . The effect of water vapor or moisture influence on cof has been observed by examining the humidity effect. As humidity increases, the cof may have larger variation during the initial sliding process which is attributed to surface tension. When mediated water film is not sufficient to fill the gap between the brake pad and rotor in a contact, the water film can fractionate into disjointed liquid bridges. In this situation, surface tension of the water at the menisci may strongly influence the contact force and accordingly friction between surfaces. Although many research works are dedicated to water-mediated friction, most existing research relied on conventional formulation of meniscus with certain modifications [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . However, there has been lack of study on dynamic meniscus using comprehensive physics modeling. The classical theories of lubrication do not explain the dynamic adhesion force and the modulations as well as the associated friction variation generated in water bridges.
Conventional automotive brake friction materials are composites bonded with a phenolic resin reinforced with metallic or non-metallic fibers. Current automotive braking systems widely use two different kinds of brake lining materials: semi-metallic and non-asbestos organic (NAO). The surface of the brake pad has distributions of small pores which can retain moisture at ambient conditions. High friction due to high humidity could be developed due to capillary adhesive force for the interface with relatively smooth surface when water meniscus are substantially established. Table 1 shows typically measured parameters of a brake pad-disk interface which exhibited high friction induced noise problem under high humidity condition. It is noted that in most industry testing, the cof under high humidity environment is measured as an average value, as shown in Table 1 .
It is noted that when temperature drops to zero, the dynamic viscosity of the water will be doubled [16] . When the water gets contaminated, the interface liquid viscosity could be up to 5-10 times of the viscosity of distilled water. Moreover, when other liquids such as automobile engine oil or gear oil are mediated, the interface liquid viscosity could be up to 20 times of the viscosity of distilled water [17] . In this paper, we try to obtain a detailed understanding of the single meniscus effects during shearing by applying an advanced numerical approach developed for fluid-solid interactions with surface tension [18] [19] [20] [21] . First, the formulations of the numerical method are introduced, emphasizing the surface tension model and contact angle treatment. Numerical analysis then is conducted to model the shearing of a micro-scaled water bridge. Numerical results of meniscus shapes and adhesion forces are presented. Discussions and conclusions are given at the end of the paper.
Advanced Material Point Method
Because of the complexity of the topology of fluid interface and the contact conditions between fluids and solids, analytical analysis becomes extremely difficult on solving fluid-solid interface problems involving surface tension. The high performance, recently emerging numerical approaches offer new opportunities to solve these problems accurately. Currently, there are limited numerical packages that are capable of tackling fluid-solid interface problems with surface tension. Most popular approaches do not incorporate surface tension when they are applied to fluid-solid interface problems. In this paper, an advanced particle method, called generalized interpolation material point for fluid-solid interaction (GIMP-FSI) [19, 21] , is used to simulate the friction behaviors of brake pad-rotor interface with a water meniscus. GIMP-FSI was built on the material point method (MPM) [22] and the generalized interpolation material point (GIMP) [23] . The method is devised to solve fluid-solid interactions with surface tension.
General Governing Equations
According to conservation of mass and momentum, the governing equations solved in the material point method are:
and
where ρ is the density, is the velocity, is the stress tensor, a is the acceleration, b is the specific body force. Note that both equations are valid for both fluid and solid materials in MPM, a key difference from the meshed-based solvers for FSI problems.
In MPM or GIMP-FSI, particles are used to store the material properties such as mass, stress, and velocity. For solving Equations (1) and (2), a background mesh is also used in GIMP-FSI as a scratch pad, a key difference from other particle methods such as SPH. The scratch is usually a regular Cartesian grid for computational convenience. A weak form of Equation (2) can be derived on each grid node i:
in which denotes the grid mass; the grid acceleration; represents the grid external force, is the grid internal force, and is the surface tension forces that are required for solving FSI problems at small scales.
In advanced MPM, all the state variables are stored in particles. Therefore, to solve Equation (3), an interpolation step is required to calculate the grid variables from particles:
in which is the interpolation function evaluated at particle position , ∑p denotes summation over particles, is the gradient of the interpolation function, is the particle mass, is the specific stress tensor, is particle body force, and is particle traction. Grid accelerations calculated from Equation (3) will then be interpolated back to particles to complete one computational cycle in the material point method [22, 23] .
Surface Tension and Contact Angle
Surface tension and contact angle effects can dominate fluid-solid interactions at small scales. In this situation, the surface tension term in Equation (3) cannot be neglected. According to [18] , surface tension forces for fluid materials (with a superscript of 'f') can be calculated as:
in which is cell volume, σ is surface tension coefficient, is density difference at the fluid interface, is average density of the fluid interface, and is the curvature. To correctly evaluate the responses of solid materials, a surface tension force , must be added on the triple point of the solid-fluid surface [19, 21] , as:
in which is the wetting length and the is the interface tangents. The contact angle is an important wetting parameter which assesses the intensity of the phase contact between liquid and solid substances. To obtain contact angles between fluids and solids, a static contact angle θ is used to recalculate the fluid normal near the contact line, as: 
in which and is the solid normal and solid tangent, respectively. Modifications to fluid normal create a driven force to fluid so that a correct contact angle can be achieved [18] [19] [20] [21] .
Numerical Analysis of the Shearing of a Micro-Scaled Water Bridge

Problem Description
This study focuses on water meniscus effects without consideration of solid contact and chemical and other physical changes of the interface. Under the shearing operation of a slightly wet interface with meniscus, the pad and rotor may form numerous water bridged contact, in which surface tension results in a pressure difference across a meniscus surface referred to as capillary pressure or Laplace pressure. The adhesion developed due to capillary effect could be significant. If the adhesion value is close to the order of the magnitude of normal operation load, it could have substantial effect on the friction on the brake.
As shown in Figure 1 , a 2D water droplet is placed between pad and rotor with a gap of 10 μm so that a water thin film is formed at static state. The initial width of water droplet is 30 μm. The top rotor is allowed to move with a speed from 0 to 5 m/s, while the bottom pad is fixed in both directions. For the case with surface tension, a meniscus will be evolved with a surface tension coefficient of 0.072 N/m and a contact angle of 60°. The effects of the surface tension will be evaluated by comparing with the case without surface tension, as shown in Figure 1b . 
Consititutive Models and Numerical Setup
To simulate thin film problem Figure 1 , the following constitutive law is used for water: (10) in which μ is the dynamic viscosity, d' is the rate of deformation tensor, and p is the hydrostatic pressure determined by an equation of state [22] [23] [24] [25] :
in which K is the bulk modulus, γ is a material constant, ρ is the density and ρ is the initial density. In this study, we used μ = 1. 0 10 , which are based industrial practice. The consitutive law for solid is based on the compressible Neo-Hookean hyperplastic model [26] , as:
in which is the determinant of the deformation tensor F, K the bulk modulus, G is the shear modulus, is the left Cauchy stress tensor, and "dev" means deviatoric stress. For the solid material, we adopted K = 8.9 10 Pa. Figure 2 shows the initial configuration of the problem in GIMP-FSI. A 50 × 20 mesh is used for a 50 × 20 μm domain, with a period boundary condition applied at both end of x direction. A total of 1200 fluid particles and 2000 solid particles are used to simulate the water thin film and the belts, respectively. The same numerical setup will be used for the case with surface tension and contact angle effect, as well as the case without considering surface tension and the contact angle. The simulation is conducted by implementing GIMP-FSI in Uintah framework which has been benchmarked [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] 27] . The boundary condition is applied to the upper pad so that it accelerates from 0 m/s to 5 m/s in 4 10 , which is changed automatically by the program based on Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy conditions. A total of 12 CPUs were used to obtain computational results within 4 hours. Figure 3 shows numerical results from GIMP-FSI for the problem described in Section 3.1. Two different cases were simulated. For the case without surface tension and contact angle effects (the left column of Figure 3) , the water thin film starts as a rectangular shape (at t = 0) and gradually deforms due to the moving of the top rotor. However, when surface tension and contact angle are considered, the thin film is first allowed to form a meniscus (at t = 0 for the right column of Figure 3 ) with a static contact angle between the water film and two solid materials. When the top rotor starts moving, the meniscus will change accordingly, as shown in the right column of Figure 3 . Figure 4 shows the dynamic adhesion force between rotor and pad against slip speeds. The adhesion forces, normal reaction forces in the y direction, are recorded during the pad slips (at every time step). It can be seen that the magnitude of the adhesion forces increase as the slip speed/time goes up for both cases (without surface tension and that with surface tension). However, the surface tension generates greater adhesion forces compared to the case without surface tension, which might exerts more friction if the top rotor directly contacts the bottom pad. In addition, the presence of surface tension and contact angle effect causes strong modulation in the adhesion forces. The adhesion modulation is above 30% at low speed, and gradually decreases till the speed reaches 2 m/s. Since the meniscus begins to deform after the speed reaches 2 m/s, the contact angle is not static anymore, thus causing greater modulation in adhesion forces. This finding is generally consistent with the existing observations of high humidity-caused brake friction modulations, which, however, are unable to be explained by conventional models. Note that the simulation becomes unstable when liquid bridge breaks up around 4 10 −3 milliseconds (corresponding slip velocity is 5 m/s). Therefore, adhesion forces after 4 10
Numerical Results
are less reliable and are not presented here. Future work will be condcuted to enable GIMP-FSI for analyzing adhession forces after liquid bridge breaks up. 
Discussions and Conclusions
A water bridge between two solids was simulated by the material point method to obtain a detailed analysis of the characteristics of adhesion developed in a water bridge, so as to obtain insight for friction characteristics of a brake interface exposed to huge humidity environments. With the GIMP-FSI method, adhesion forces are calculated by considering both surface tension and contact angle effects. The simulation was performed with varied shearing speeds. The results show that the adhesion forces caused by surface tension are much higher than the case without surface tension. This leads to a change in the normal force between interface and eventually affects the friction behavior. Moreover, the adhesion force by considering surface tension exhibits a modulation with respect to slide speed change, which could be above 30% at low slip speed. Accordingly, this could result in the increase and modulation of friction forces, as the contact force is changed by adhesion.
For the static case, the obtained results are consistent with that obtained from conventional meniscus model. For the sliding case, the obtained results are not only consistent with that obtained from existing dynamic meniscus models, but also offer a quantitative result of the modulation of adhesion, which directly validates the modulation of friction in high humidity environment reported by the brake system community. This result helps the understanding of the characteristics of the modulation of friction with water bridge. Therefore, the proposed approach can be further extended to be used for friction analysis of interface in high humidity environment.
Modulation≈33%
Even though we focus on modeling a single meniscus in a micro level in this study, we can extend the approach to the cases with multiple-contact of pad-rotor contact without or with asperities. The developed meniscus/adhesion modeling can be integrated into the friction model to quantify the characteristics and variation of friction under high humidity conditions. In general, given the interplanar separation, the mean peak radius of asperity, the thickness of the water film, the surface tension, the water contact angle between water and surface, and the total number of summits, the macro-meniscus force can be solved. The proposed approach helps to interpret the complex phenomena of friction in high humidity environment encountered in an automotive brake system.
